
 
 

Castleview Primary School 

Home Learning Work – Primary 7a 

Core Learning Tasks - Week Beginning 30th March 2020 

During school closure periods, when possible, 

I will post a weekly updated version of this document on the school website. 
Tasks may relate to the resource pack sent home, to a document downloaded on the 

school website, or to a given website on the internet. 
All work should be done in the jotter that is in your home learning pack, unless otherwise stated. 

Remember, your work should have a title, the date and be written using joined handwriting. 

The use of capital letters and full stops, good vocabulary, and work that has been thoroughly completed and carefully edited,  

are all non-negotiables in Primary 7. 

Parents – if you have questions please message me via Twitter (@MrsPearsonCV). 

If you don’t have a Twitter account, there is information on our class home learning page that shows you how to set one up. 

Literacy & English Numeracy & Maths Health & Wellbeing 
1. Practise your weekly spelling 

words (see document 

‘P7a Spelling Words 

30/03/20.pdf’ on the school 

website’s Learning at Home 

– Classes P7 page).  You have 

until Friday to practise, then your 

parents should test you – use the 

back of your jotter for the test as 

normal! 

TWEET your test results to me before 

the end of the day on Friday.  

 

Apples group (and any 

Oranges / Strawberries who 

want to give it a go), revisit 

ten new words from the 

Oxford Learning Institute’s 

‘Commonly Misspelled 

Words’.  Tick off the ones you 

practise each week from 

now on. 
 

2. Write an interesting sentence 

for each of your spelling 

words. 
 

3. Write a poem / song about 

your Benmore experience.  

You can use free verse, 

acrostic, rhyming, or any 

other poetry style you prefer.  

Create a rough draft first, 

adding interesting adjectives 

and at least three different 

examples of figurative 

language (alliteration, 

hyperbole, metaphors, 

onomatopoeia, 

personification, similes). Then 

write out your final version, 

using your neatest cursive 

handwriting, and illustrate 

1. Angles work – create your own 

3600protractor (see document 

‘P7a Angles Work 30/03/20.pdf’ 

on the school website’s Learning 

from Home – Classes P7 page). 
Tweet a photograph of your finished 

protractor on our Twitter page 

(@MrsPearsonCV). 

 

2. Practise your 8x table, then get 

an adult to test you each day 

until you are completely fluent 

and can do it without thinking. 
TWEET a video clip of you doing a quick-

fire test of your 8x times table skills by 

Friday. 

 

3. Complete three more pages of 

the maths workbook in your 

pack.  Mrs Morrison’s TIG group 

can find additional work on our 

school website’s Learning at 

Home – Other Teachers page 

under the tab ‘Ms Morrison’s 

Home Learning’. 
 

4. The number of the week is 432 – 

divide it by 4, halve it, find 70%, 

find 3/5ths, add 4092 and 

subtract 213.  Then, create a 

word problem for the number. 
Tweet your word problem on our class 

Twitter page (@MrsPearsonCV) for other 

children in the class to try to solve.  Do 

not tweet your answers! 

 

5. Go on to Sumdog and compete 

in our weekly competition. It 

opens at 10am today. 
Mrs Pearson will TWEET the league table 

each week.  

1. Get in touch with other 

members of our class 

using your usual social 

media platform.  Check 

that they are ok, and 

guide them to the school 

website for their weekly 

work, and to create a 

Twitter account if their 

parents don’t already 

have one. 

Let’s aim to get the whole 

class onto our Twitter 

page this week 

(@MrsPearsonCV) 

 

2. Remember to do your 

daily PE lesson on 

YouTube, with Joe Wicks, 

The Body Coach.  30 

minutes of PE for kids (and 

adults!), available live at 

9am every day (don’t 

worry if you miss the start, 

you can catch it 

throughout the day).  Just 

log on to YouTube.com 

and search for “PE with 

Joe the body coach”.  
TWEET your video clips on our 

class page. 

 

3. Do your daily run, and 

record your time in your 

daily log in your jotter.  If 

you feel you can run a bit 

further this week, add the 

extra details to your log 

and record your first time 

on this longer run. 
TWEET a selfie of you doing your 

run, and let me see your time 

log. 



your work using colouring 

pencils. 
Take a photo of your final poem 

/song and put it on our Twitter page 

(@MrsPearsonCV). 

 

4. Create your own Benmore 

‘Wordle’, using this free 

online resource: 

https://wordart.com/create.  
Send me an electronic copy of your 

WordArt Wordle via Twitter 

Messages, and TWEET a photo of it 

on our class Twitter page. 

 

5. Read Chapter 2 (p13-21) of 

“The Secret Garden”, then 

answer the questions in the 

document ‘P7a Reading 

Comprehension Secret 

Garden Chapter 2.pdf’.   
Send me a private message on 

Twitter with a photo of your work. 

 

(Remember, you can also 

access the audio version of 

The Secret Garden on 

YouTube, at this URL address: 

https://youtu.be/Z4KUC2zVLuQ)  

 

4. Create a #Stay Safe 

rainbow for your front 

window.  Make it as 

beautiful and as unique 

as possible (I’ve seen 

examples made of hand 

prints, love hearts, and 

pompoms). 
Tweet a photo of your rainbow 

on our class Twitter page! 

 

5. Spend some family time 

on a creative project, for 

example baking 

cupcakes, cooking dinner 

together, story-telling, 

doing a jigsaw, or a craft 

project. 
Tweet a photo of your 

completed project on our class 

Twitter page! 

 

Remember, protect your 

loved ones from the 

Coronavirus - WASH YOUR 

HANDS REGULARLY, 

particularly when you 

come back indoors, and 

PRACTISE SOCIAL 

DISTANCING from all 

friends and family 

members you don’t live 

with. 
Please TWEET what you have 

done to keep in touch with 

your loved ones? 
Please note:  I have given you one activity for each day (Monday to Friday), in each core subject. 

For some children, they may beg for more; for others, this may be more than they (or you) can handle at this time. 
My wish is that you do what you can, without causing yourselves any additional stress. 

Your family, and your wellbeing, comes before all else. 
Please ask if anything is unclear, I promise you will ask far less questions than the children usually do! 

https://youtu.be/Z4KUC2zVLuQ

